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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Union Trust Company Building in downtown Providence is a twelve- 
_s^ruc'ture of steel framing and concrete, externally faced in brick "~ 

and stone.' It was built in 1901=1202. from designs by the local firm of 
Stone,^Carpenter and Willson^, who employed for its ornate exterior the 
then-prevalentrenaissance-revival style, somewhat French-accented. 
Nine bays wide across its principal (west) fa9ade, it was originally only 
four bays deep but was expanded to its present depth of seven bays about 
1920. The first and second stories were reserved for bank use, the upper 
floors given over to office suites for rental.

Externally, the v first>. andsecond jtories display a facing of rusti- 
9JL^j3^^anitA-^and^^r^irg;a£ed.. as..-one-,.unit (a "base" for the tall eleva- ~ 
tions above). The first story is of considerable height, and its large 
window bays are separated from one another by engaged columns of the 
composite order, "continued" in the second story by rustication and sup 
porting there keystoned round arches. Heavy quoined piers define the 
corners of the building at these two levels. The tall plate glass windows 
of the ground floor are each divided in two by metal mullions, up to a 
segmentally-arched transom area; each transom space contains an oval stained 
glass panel showing the crest of a great banking city of the world. The 
elaborate central entrance portico of stone on the west front is ...distyle 
in"antis,"and lias composite columns supporting a massive entablature with 
dentils and modillions. Upon the entablatureis" a balustrade with urns. 
The broad central doorway within the portico is arched and has reclining 
figures in relief surmounting it; narrower bays on either side have blind 
oculi above rectangular windows. (Originally a domed, circular vestibule 
of bronze and glass was set in front of the entrance. Now there is a 
plainer, rectangular, interior one instead.) A'much less adorned entrance 
is in the easternmost bay (newer portion) of the north elevation and gives 
access to an elevator lobby which serves the offices on the upper floors.

The third story has its own treatment of rustication, and the win 
dows of the fourth through twelfth floors are treated with either full, 
Rusticated "Gibbs surrounds" or, alternately, only capping in this style. 
These stories are covered bv brick and trimmed with white Georgia marble. 
At the building's Top, long brackets support a deep, modillioned cornice, 
above which runs a balustrade with urns an enlarged version of that over 
the entrance portico. On the west, two widely-spaced decorative balconies 
are attached to .the fourth story, and one accents the center of the eighth 
story.

The interior of the ground floor is described in the Savings and 
Trust Review of September, 190U:

The ground space is Uoc96 feet [7iix96 after 1920]. It has a 
paneled ceiling with a carving in the center of each panel. 
The walls are finished in laquered gold. The counter, which 
is serpentine in form, is constructed of the finest selected 
"Old Convent" Siena marble of wonderful uniformity and texture,

(See Continuation Sheet.)
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1. Description.

and is supported by a series of consoles, each of which bears 
the sculptured head of some divinity. Surmounting the counter 
is a grillework of chaste design. The floor of the lobby is a 
series of mosaics with interlacing of the Numidian, Siena, and 
other famous marbles ...

A stairway at the rear of the large banking-hall just described led to a 
balcony and to the directors' room. The latter was panelled in dark woods 
and lighted by three "rococo sunbursts." Stairway, balcony and directors' 
room are no longer present, and unfortunately a lack of records, of memory 
and of photographs at the bank prevents better description of these pre 
sumably imposing features or of the changes made upon them, and else 
where within.

As seen today, following the enlargement of the building c. 1920 and 
major renovations undertaken in 1928 and 196ii, the banking-hall has two 
pairs of square, free-standing piers spaced down its center; they support 
the "beams" of the ceiling; an angular marble counter without grillework 
and replacing the serpentine one runs around them. The major dividing 
members of the ceiling are supported by light, decorated brackets where 
they meet the walls and interrupt the dentilled cornice or entablature 
running around the room. Each coffer of the ceiling now has a modern 
lighting fixture in its center. The large, segmental-headed windows on 
three sides of the room have enframements of plaster moldings topped by 
decorated keystones. Between the windows, above a high dado, are tall, 
narrow panels defined by plaster moldings formed of bound stems or stalks 
expanding into leafage at mid- and angle-points: rococo, but very con 
trolled. In the southern portion of the east wall is the large and elabo 
rate doorway to the vault, with large-scaled surmounting ornament of foli 
ation, a cartouche etc. To the north of the vault there is a door leading 
to the elevator hall in the 1920 extension. This is treated in marble as 
a baroque portal with a scrolled pediment, carved foliation, a crest and 
urns on the banking-hall side, and a heavy broken segmental pediment on 
consoles on the corridor side. The stone or "mosaic" floor of the banking 
area is now covered by carpeting.

The elevator hall has a marble pavement with an inlaid border; its 
walls are partially panelled in marble; the ceiling is a panelled plaster 
barrel-vault. The upper, or office, floors have expectedly simple trim: 
corridors paved in dull white marble, light-colored plaster --w? 
stained woodwork running around doors with ifrested glass.

921-724
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

reThe Union Trust Company Building is an ^ 
vivalist and eclectic turn^^^ symbol oj^ 
the higfi^Eiiili^ community ̂ saw itself ,in,Jbhis^ """" 
ejrju. Although its architects employed modern steel framing, which 
enabled them to build a commercial structure twelve stories high, some 
what indiscriminately- chosen "classic" or "period" decoration (described 
at the time as "French Renaissance of the period of Louis XV") was ap* 
plied to make the building superficially opulent. Fortunately the re 
sults in this case are imposing and pleasing rather than extravagant 
and muddled.

The Bank of America had been chartered in Providence in 1851. 
It was renamed the Union Trust Company in 189U, and by 1900 a new build 
ing was wanted. The community had prospered greatly and was proud of 
its financial progress: the use in the new bank building of stained- 
glass panels representing great banking cities announces indirectly' 
that Providence considered itself a banking center also. The use of 
sculptural ornament and semi-heraldic details emphasizes solidity and 
tradition, despite this bank's corporate existence of only fifty years, 
Savings and Trust Review of September, 190ii, furthers this thought:

The most prominent architectural feature of the business 
centre of Providence, R. I., is the imposing building of 
the Union Trust Company. Symmetrical in its proportions, 
gJrjjd.iig^_orjniBite,_pf unmistakable solidity and durability, 
overshadowing all other structures, it at once challenges 
attention and admiration. Rising to a height of 12 stories, 
it stands a graceful monument of prosperity based upon 
sound financial methods.

The regulated formality of the design demonstrates a reaction 
against the freer, more imaginative   and more native   architecture of 
the two or three decades preceding the date of this building's con 
struction. At the same time, the "rococo" ornamentation within the 
building displays a vernacular, rather than an academically correct, 
approach: the plaster decoration is symmetrical and linear, unlike

(See Continuation Sheet 2)
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8. Significance.

the original and very plastic style. The space of the banking-hall is not 
"complex" and "sculpted," but straightforward, and enlivened originally 
only by the serpentine counter. Even the marble hallway of the 1920»s en 
largement is very plain in surface treatment except for the purposely im 
pressive doorway to the banking-hall. Although the original proportions 
of the building were lost when it was enlarged, and the character of the 
interior diluted by renovations, the building still reflects the tastes 
and fortunes of its particular period and in its prominent location re 
mains a focal point and a monument to Providence's growth, commerce and af 
fluence .

After jibs orbing nine other banks:<jand.....then becoming ̂ consolida^e^.,, with 
the i;rjQYJ4aiaHiIlJ^^ Tru^tJ|ompany was in... turn,,..Jteoxbed 
ISy^fhe industrial National BanFinlL?^?'.^ ̂I'ne Indus trial'National Bank 
(having 'sold" the^ "Building) now leases the ground floor as a branch office, 
and other concerns occupy the upper floors. This branch office is still 
called the "Union Trust Office" and is maintained in a state of elegance.
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